
COI DYO conference 
 
my story! our story! 
 
1 – exiles (part 1) 
 
quadrophenia clip 
 

1. state of exile 
 
like an aging dowager, living in a decaying mansion on the edge of town, bankrupt and 
penniless, house decaying around her but acting as if her family still controlled the city, 
our theologians and church leaders think and act as if we were in charge, as if the old 
arrangements were still valid - hauerwas and willimon 
 
we must live with… confusion and humiliation, as a hopeful people ready to discover 
the new thing the spirit will birth.  the continued assumption of cultural symbols of 
power and success will only produce an inauthentic church with little gospel, much 
religion, no mission - alan roxburgh 
 

people in a liminal stage feel as if though they are being reduced or ground down to a 
uniform condition to be fashioned anew – victor turner 
 

 
2. exiled from christendom (paul and the jerusalem church) 

 
christendom meant enforced uniformity and contextual insensitivity.  constantine’s 
search for unity and the willingness of fourth-century bishops to conform to social 
norms produced a centralised institution locked into particular cultural patterns that 
were baptised as orthodox… unity required uniformity; dissent was labelled heresy or 
schism… but emerging churches embody the diversity, flexibility and cultural sensitivity 
post-christendom churches need.  few claim theirs is the best or only expression of 
church. – stuart murray-williams 
 
3. exiles in culture 

 
in our part of the world, the church was in the middle of the village and had a monopoly 
over local values.  now, next door to the church you are liable to find a mosque.  we 
are continually exposed to different values.  assumptions have been replaced by a 
need for decisions… as values have been re-combined in powerful fusions and moved 
beyond national boundaries, old assumptions have been tossed aside.  there are no 
easy and generally held answers to questions about the value of material possessions 
versus knowledge, about right and wrong, good and evil.  the questions remain, but the 
answers have become more blurred… behind all these effects we see a gigantic 
spiritual vacuum.  it is a mist sweeping over the world filling us with doubts and 
hesitation.  we are no longer pilgrims with a clear mission living in a well-structured 
environment.  instead we have become wandering vagabonds in search of …? is this 
the end of religion? – ridderstrale and nordstrom 

  
 
 



2 – exiles (part 2) 
 

4. liminality – living in the gap 
 

liminal spaces are the spaces in between, thresholds or transitions from one state or 
space to another. also boundaries, beginnings, becomings, and similar forms of 
cultural transition. - anne galoway 
 
when responding as exiles in a post-christendom world, we are used to seeing some 
respond with despair and grief… and others with assimilation to the dominant values.  
what is much more disturbing to us is the example of a god who does neither, but 
instead answers with a fresh, imaginative theological response.  jesus neither slides 
into compromise and sinfulness, nor fulfils our expectations of the holier-than-thou 
guru… there is no more dangerous path than the one trodden by jesus. – michael frost 
 
 
5. exile as a place of re-formation and creativity 

 
the work of poetic imagination holds the potential of unleashing a community of power 
and action that will finally not be contained by any imperial restrictions and definitions 
of reality – walter brueggemann 
 
post-christendom… requires leaders who listen to the voices on the edge.  this is 
where the apostle, the prophet and the poet are found. – alan roxburgh 
 
6. provisionality 

 
the christian church is always in the process of becoming; the church of the present is 
both the product of the past and the seed of the future… there never was a “pure” 
message, supracultural and suprahistorical. 
 
contextualization… suggests the experimental and contingent nature of all theology.  
we need an experimental theology in which an ongoing dialogue is taking place 
between text and context, a theology which, in the nature of the case, remains 
provisional and hypothetical. – david bosch 

 
7. life on the margins 

 
the image of god’s people as exiles among the nations… will come into it’s own again 
as the church in the post-modern west re-conceptualizes it’s missionary relationship to 
a post-christian society.  the church in the west may have to get used to the idea that 
its own centre in god, from which it goes out to others in proclamation and compassion, 
is actually a position of social and cultural exile or marginality.  this may improve its 
witness to the christ who was himself so often found at the margins. – richard 
bauckham 
 

group discussion and responses – culture and church and us? 
 
 



3 - exodus – (part one) pilgrim people 
 
dangerous living… adaptation not equilibrium (fish clip) the place of pilgrimage! 
 

1. intentional journey 
 

journeying out requires the capacity to rise above the anxiety associated with 
encountering and embracing a potentially overwhelming, outside world. – ann morissy 
 
god counselled abraham to leave his own country and go in pilgrimage into the land, 
which god has shown him, to wit the ‘land of promise’… now the good counsel which 
god enjoined here on the father of the faithful is incumbent on all the faithful; that is to 
leave their country and their land, their wealth and their worldly delight for the sake of 
the lord of elements, and go in perfect pilgrimage in imitation of him. – st. columba 
 
what made these early irish pilgrims different from later medieval ones was the fact that 
they did not have a predetermined destination and that they were prepared, having set 
out, never to see their homeland again.  they simply trusted god to show them the way. 
- james harpur 
 
we infinitely wrong ourselves by laziness and confinement.  all creatures in all nations, 
and tongues, and people praise god infinitely; and more, for being your sole and 
perfect treasures.  you are never what you ought until you go out of yourself and walk 
among them. – thomas traherne 

 
2. spiritual journey 

 
the peregrinatio… was always a journey to the ‘other world’.  there was sometimes a 
mystical as well as a mythical quality to the language for what the saints sought was no 
less than the land of heaven itself. – philip sheldrake 
 
columbanus… was essentially a free spirit, acutely aware of the fleeting nature of life 
on earth, and prepared to abandon security and comfort for the hardship his questing 
soul demanded.  his whole life, with its long hazardous physical journeys, and spiritual 
peaks and troughs, reads like the arduous pilgrimage he believed a christian’s destiny 
to be. – james harpur 

 
the perfect pilgrimage involved an inner as well as an outer change.  by leaving the 
religious settlement and home country, the ascetic also left his or her ‘place in the 
world’, that is status.  beyond the normal boundaries of religious and social life there 
was no recognised position and therefore no protection.  to be an exile was effectively 
to be outside social structures and independent of ecclesiastical ones. – philip 
sheldrake 
 
3. creative journey 

 
to observe the complexities and subtleties of the natural order is to be aware of the 
abundantly creative nature of god… and all of this calls beyond itself, speaking in a 
language, which our souls comprehend, of the one whose fiery imagination has sung 
all this into being.  it awakens within us a desire to respond and participate; to allow the 
massive hymn of creativity to flow through us and out into the world in a sympathetic 
celebration of irrepressible life and joy.  by opening ourselves to divine creative 



passion, we find that god-breathed spirit resonating within us and rendering harmonies. 
– mike riddell 
 
there can be a tendency in christian circles to complain about how things are.  but 
creativity is providing a new way of living, seeing, hearing, or being, and we were 
blessed with several people who love the process of seeing a possibility and turning 
into something tangible. – doug pagitt 
 
4. continuous journey - thin place and holy people 
 
thin places are ports in the storm of life, where the pilgrims can move closer to the god 
they seek, where one leaves that which is familiar and journeys into the divine 
presence.  they are stopping places where men and women are given pause to wonder 
about what lies beyond the mundane rituals, the grief, trials and boredom of our day-to-
day life.  they probe to the core of the human heart and open the pathway that leads to 
satisfying the familiar hungers and yearnings common to all people on earth, the 
hunger to be connected, to be a part of something greater, to be loved, to find peace.  - 
mindie burgoyne 
 
the wisdom of past ages without a vision of the future is irrelevant, but a vision of the 
future ignorant of the lessons of the past is irresponsible - cota  
 



4 – exodus – (part two) pilgrim community 
 
joyeux nowell clip 
 

5. communitas 
 
the related ideas of liminality and communitas describe the dynamics of the christian 
community inspired to overcome their instincts to "huddle and cuddle" and to instead 
form themselves around a common mission that calls them on a dangerous journey to 
unknown places - a mission that calls the church to shake off it's collective securities 
and to plunge into the world of action, where its members will experience disorientation 
and marginalization but also where they encounter god and each other in a new way. – 
alan hirsch  

 
communitas is an intense community spirit, the feeling of great social equality, 
solidarity, and togetherness. communitas is characteristic of people experiencing 
liminality together. this term is used to distinguish the modality of social relationship 
from an area of common living. there is more than one distinction between structure 
and communitas. the most familiar being the difference of secular and sacred. every 
social position has something sacred about it.  communitas is an acute point of 
community. it takes community to the next level and allows the whole of the community 
to share a common experience. - wikipedia 

 
the theologically most fertile sections were in those times of extremity, when people 
were well out of their comfort zones… when we consider the stories that have inspired 
the people of god throughout the ages, we find that they are stories involving 
adventures of the spirit in the context of challenge… take abram for instance, who with 
his extended family (estimated to be about 70 people) is called by god to leave house 
and home and all that is familiar, to undertake a very risky journey to land that at that 
stage remained a mere promise by an invisible god.  and when we look at the various 
experiences they have along the way, stories that have shaped all subsequent faith we 
see that they are not safe bedtime stories.  rather they call us to a dangerous form of 
faithfulness that echoes the faithfulness of abraham. – alan hirsch 

 
6. vulnerability 

 
rather than ignore sin, the way through is to embrace the fact that we all have fallen 
short, we are all sinners.  by owning deeply our vulnerability to error we can embrace 
the deep humility that results.  it is only with this frame of mind that we have open 
hands. – ann morisy 

 
7. hospitality 

 
the renewal of both the church and society will come through the re-emergence of 
forms of christian community that are homes of generous hospitality, places of 
challenging reconciliation and centres of attentiveness to the living god – brother 
samuel ssf 
 
hospitality involves tolerance because it requires accepting in the other what we may 
not understand or agree with… ann morisy 
 
third places exist on neutral ground and serve to level their guests to a condition of 



social equality. within these places, conversation is the primary activity and the major 
vehicle for the display and appreciation of human personality and individuality. third 
places are taken for granted and most have a low profile. since the formal institutions of 
society make stronger claims upon the individual, third places are normally open in the 
off hours, as well as at other times. the character of a third place is determined most of 
all by its regular clientele and is marked by a playful mood, which contrasts with 
people's more serious involvement in other spheres. though a radically different kind of 
setting for a home, the third place is remarkably similar to a good home in the 
psychological comfort and support that it extends. - ray oldenburg 
 

 
8. missional journey 

 
communitas emerges naturally when we commit ourselves to a mission beyond 
ourselves.  it’s as simple as that.  michael frost 
 
the exiles responded to the interest in christianity among their new neighbours.  the 
personal freedom gained through spiritual pilgrimage also created an ability to adapt 
easily to local needs.  columbanus and his followers evangelised and sought church 
renewal across europe as far south as italy...  some have described the celtic church 
as a mission church rather than a missionary one. – philip sheldrake 
 
the community of god… will be a community that does not live for itself but is deeply 
involved in the concerns of its neighborhood.  it will be the church for the specific place 
where it lives, not the church for those who wish to be members of it – or, rather, it will 
be for them insofar as they are willing to be for the wider community.  
 
it is surely a fact of inexhaustible significance that what our lord left behind him was not 
a book, nor a creed, nor a system of thought, nor a rule of life, but a visible 
community… the actual community is primary. – leslie newbiggin 
 
we know what we have to do: eschew power as it is used by the main stream, and to 
stand alongside the poor… the new environment to which the church has to adapt is 
characterized more by powerlessness than by our power… experience of being 
alongside the poor and discounted, at a minimum, scrambles stereotypes, and, at its 
best, enables the church to understand what it is that jesus was going on about.  and 
this gives hope that the genuine practicality, as well as the reality, of the upside-down 
values and processes that jesus commended will enter the church’s bloodstream. - ann 
morisy 
 
 

discussion and responses 
 

tension between ‘destination’ and ‘experience’ – meeting god in a place, in episodes, in 
others we journey with, in the encounters with others… what do we take away and what 
do we leave on the journey, how do we change others and how are we changed?  who do 
we choose to go with, where do we choose to go… why?  questions of structures and 
inter-relationships… network flows – nodes and synapses… being creative in being and 
growing dynamic communities of vision and interdependence. 



5 - entrepreneurs – releasing pioneers and creative people 
 
fleas – playstation – is community about setting safe boundaries 
 

1. direction – spin me 
 
direction is not a matter of command and control, but of focussing, allowing and 
encouraging people to focus on what really matters.  it is spiritual management rather 
than micromanagement.  in a chaotic world, people cry out for individuals who can 
provide meaning for their… lives. – ridderstrale and nordstrom 
 
in early irish monasticism, the anam chara was a fellow monk, nun, or priest who 
formed a personal relationship with another individual, listened to their private 
confessions, provided them with spiritual advice, and finally performed last rites upon 
their death. the concept spread quickly through the celtic world, and later even secular 
people might have a particular monk, nun, or priest to be an anam chara for them as 
well. – new tara 
 
each person in the community was responsible to an anamchara, which means souls 
friend.  the idea of the soul friend comes directly from the desert communities.  there, 
the soul friend would be a kind of spiritual guide and counsellor, one with whom you 
share your own spiritual growth.  these soul friends were a very important part of the 
support structure of the celtic communities, and there was a well known saying that a 
person without a soul friend was like a body without a head. – michael mitton. 
 
communicating a vision not only involves repetition and a carefully distilled message; it 
demands the ability to tell a story.  true leaders are csos – chief storytelling officers.  
they provide the focus, the inspiration and meaning that the organization has been 
crying out for. - ridderstrale and nordstrom 
 
development is about mentoring, training disciples and coaching.  it is the job of 
leaders to create new leaders.  leadership is about contaminating and being 
contaminated with knowledge.  the distinction between learning, working and living is 
gone – it is one and the same things - ridderstrale and nordstrom 
 
our education systems, including theological colleges, are all too often learning 
regimes rather than talent spotters and developers – bill bolton 
 
 
2. experimentation – forgive me 

 
by its very nature, creation involves a departure from traditional structures and frames.  
in a world of creativity-sucking board meetings, past structures have ruled the roost.  
now, we have to be prepared to depart from the agenda… innovation requires 
experimentation.  experiments are risky.  we can succeed or fail.  so an innovative 
environment must have an exceptionally high tolerance for mistakes… we have to fail 
faster to learn quicker and succeed sooner… traditionalists should remember that the 
only way not to fail is not to try.  and try we must.  no failures; no development. - 
ridderstrale and nordstrom 
 
failure is just part of the culture of innovation.  accept it and become stronger. - albert 
yu, senior vice president of intel 



 
if people never did silly things, nothing intelligent would ever happen - ludwig 
wittgenstein, philosopher 
 
the innermost mechanism of human progress is called failure.  if it were not for all the 
fools trying to do the impossible - over and over again - we would still be living in 
caves... failure happens.  give people trust and it will happen more productively. - jonas 
ridderstrale and kjell nordstrom, business gurus 

 
 

3. personalization – see me 
 
passive obedience was once mistaken for loyalty.  the entire notion of loyalty was 
wrapped up with control.  now, people are not loyal in a slavish sense.  this is based on 
the realization that you can question the system without being disloyal. – brian baxter 
 
human beings are not bulk goods.  they come in different shapes and forms.  each and 
every individual is different.  every now and then this is brought to our attention.  but 
change takes time.  it took the car industry close to 100 years to realize that women are 
not small men.  we are moving to one-to-one leadership.  the consequence is that each 
and every little system needs to be personalized.  people can be treated and 
approached, evaluated and rewarded, motivated and inspired in a number of different 
ways. 
 
people do not enjoy being treated as human resources or as a nameless and faceless 
customer x; they want to be seen and recognized as individuals.  we have to tap the 
hidden treasures of the extended organizational tribe and its members.  we have to 
start competing on the basis of feelings and fantasy – emotion and imagination.    
 
how can we expect to motivate and inspire people when we have not got a clue about 
what makes them tick?  we should all learn something from herb kelleher at southwest 
airlines. “we are not afraid to talk to our people with emotions.  we’re not afraid to tell 
them. ‘we love you’ because we do.” - ridderstrale and nordstrom 
 
4. infinite innovation – release me 

 
economists have already borrowed the concept of 'adaptive zones' from evolutionary 
biology.  joseph schumpeter, in particular, drew parallels with the biologists' recognition 
of 'adaptive zones' in his economic models.  he observed that times of economic boom 
occur when swarms of entrepreneurs try to implement an innovation at the same time.  
however, those who enter this new space and pursue the new opportunities discover 
that their business models, formed and nurtured former practices and processes, are 
ill-adapted to cope with the new.  those who survive, and go on to flourish in the 
'adaptive zone' are those who can also transform their structures and systems to 
accommodate the new opportunities. - ann morisy 
 
i am increasingly convinced that what matter in our efforts is our willingness to 
experiment and try – to develop expressions of faith that are fully of our day and time, 
recognizing that our efforts will be adapted and changed in years to come.  our role is 
to do our part in our day and time. – doug pagitt 
 



conventional levels of an perspectives on innovation will get us nowhere.  economies 
of soul do not emerge from predictable, incremental innovation.  to be successful in the 
21st century we will have to learn how to practices infinite innovation.  infinite innovation 
is the never-ending pursuit of creating more and more value for all stakeholders inside 
and outside the organization - ridderstrale and nordstrom 
 
many landmarks that have served us well are going to disappear and these changes 
will be difficult and painful but they threaten us only if we let them.  for me this is a call 
to re-imagine the church in today’s world. to think in new and different ways about what 
it means to be a disciple of jesus and a member of his body the church.  it is a call to 
release the entrepreneurs in our midst and for all of is the think in more entrepreneurial 
terms.  in this process we will become more in tune with today’s culture and be able to 
make a far more relevant contribution to it than we do at present. – bill bolton 
 
 
entrepreneurs are simply those who understand that there is little difference between 
obstacle and opportunity and are able to turn both to their advantage. - niccolo 
machiavelli 
 

 
 
discussion – responses – how do dyos release pilgrims and pioneers? 
 
 
 


